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Abstract 
Charatonik, J.J., Monotone mappings of universal dendrites, Topology and its Applications 38 
(1991) 163-187. 
Foreach mE{3,4,..., o} mappings of the standard universa1 dendrite L& of order m onto itself 
are studied which belong to the following classes: homeomorphisms, near homeomorphisms and 
monotone mappings. In particular, it is shown that each such dendrite D,, is homogeneous with 
respect to monotone mappings. The obtained results extend ones due to H. Kato. 
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troductio 
Monotone mappings of universal dendrites are considered in the pa 
Preliminaries, some auxiliary properties of local dendrites are shown in t 
section. Next, a construction is recalled of standard universal dendrite 
mE{3,4,..., o) and their basic properties are shown in the third secti 
are needed later to prove some results in other sections. The fourth se 
with homeomorphisms. In an earlier paper [lo] Kato 
points x and y of the standard universal dendrite 
homeomorphism h of Q onto itself satisfying h(x) 
are of the same enger-Urysohn order 
dendrites of or m E {3,4,. . . , 0). T 
morphisms. Again a starting point is a re 
result says that each monotone 
We strengthen it in the following w 
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m E (3,4,. . . , o}, only D3 enjoys the considered property. For all other Dm, i.e., if 
m zz 4, a monotone autosurjection is defined which is not the unifo 
homeomorphisms. The sixth section deals with monotone equivalence. 
are studied which are monotone equivalent o the standard universal 
ordermE{3,4,..., 0). The last, seventh section of the paper concerns 
of universaf dendrites ‘th respect o monotone mappings. 
for D3 from a result of 01, is shown to be possessed by all unt 
for m E (3,). . . , w}. 
W. Cook asked in the University of Piouston athematics Pro 
150) whether the following is true. If a conti neous with respect 
to a class .& of mappings of X onto itself, then X to a homogeneous 
space. Kato has given in [ 10) a negative swer to this question. His counte 
is D3 for the following four class monotone, cell-l 
homeomorphisms and confluent. ‘I’ rms a supplement o that 
result. Namely it follows t of order m E (3, 
serves as a counterexamp estion for the following three classes 
of mappings: monotone, cell-like and confluent. 
reliminarks 
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be metric and all mappings 
are continuous. By a c~~~~~~~rn we mean a compact connected space. A closed 
(open) connected omain is understood as a connected subspace of a space X which 
is equal to the closure (interior) of its interior (closure) in X. We shall use the 
notion of order qfa point in the sense of Menger-Urysohn (see e.g. [ 12, Section 5 1, 
I, p. 2743). A dendrite means a locally connected continuum containing no simple 
closed curve. Note that each subcontinuum of a dendrite is again a dendrite. The 
following characteristic property of dendrites will often be used in the paper without 
any further quotation (see [23, ( 1.1 ), (iv), p. 881; cf. [ 12, Section 51, VI, Theorem 
6, p. 3023). 
heorem (Whyburn). A continuum X is a dendrite if and only if the the order 
and the number of components of X\(p) f or every point p E X are equal whenever 
either of these is jnite. 
A continuum is said to be a local dendrite if every of its points has a neighborhood 
which is a dendrite. It is known that a continuum is a local dendrite if and only if 
it is locally connected and it contains only a finite number of simple closed curves. 
Thus each dendrite is a local dendrite (cf. [ 12, Section 5 1, VII, Theorem 4, p. 3031). 
Points of order 1 in a continuum X are called end points of X; the set of all end 
points of X is denoted by E(X). Points of order 2 are called ordinary points of 
the set of all such points is de~~oted by O(X) It is known that O(X) is a dense 
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subset of a dendrite X. And for each m E {3,4, . . . , o} points of order m are called 
ramification points of X; the set of all ramification points is denoted by R(X). It 
is known that for each (local) dendrite X the set R(X) is at most countable. Given 
two points p and q of a dendrite X, we denote by pq the unique arc from p to q 
in X, and by X( p, q) the closure of the unique component of X\{ p, q} such that 
pq c X( p, q). An arc pq in a dendrite X is said to be maximal if p, q 
it is said to befiec if pqn(E(X)uR(X))={p,q}. 
A mapping$: X + Y between spaces X and Y is said to be: 
- cell-like, provided that S-‘(y) has a trivial shape, i.e., Sh(f-‘(y)) = * for each 
point y E Y; 
- monotone, provided that f-‘(y) is connected for each point y E Y; 
- confluent, provided fcl each subcontinuum Q of Y and for each component Z 
off-‘(Q) the equality f(C) = Q holds; 
- a near homeomorphism, provided for each e Ml there is a homesmorphism 
h :X + Y such that sup{d(f(x), h(x)): x E X) < E. 
It can easily be observed that for compact spaces each cell-li 
monotone, each monotone mapping is confluent, and that S is a near homeomorph- 
ism if and only if there exists a sequence of homeomorphisms which converges to 
f uniformly. 
It is known that the image of a dendrite under a confluent (thus under a monotone) 
mapping is again a dendrite (compare [3, Corollary 1, p. 2191). The same holds for 
arcs ([4, Corollary 20, p. 321). 
A mapping f: X + U c X is said to be a retraction, and then Y is called a retract 
of X, provided fl Y: Y + Y is the identity (equivalently, if f(f(x)) =f(x) for each 
x E X). If the considered retraction f is also monotone, we say that Y is a monotone 
retract of X. It is known ([ 13, Theorem 2.1, p. 3321) that each subcontinuum of a 
dendrite X is a monotone retract of X, and moreover, this property characterizes 
dendrites among arbitrary metric continua [8, Theorem, p. ST]: 
(Gordh, Lum). A continuum 
subcontinuum is a monotone retract of X. 
X is a dendrite if and only if each its 
2. Local dendrites 
This section of the paper is auxiliary. For further purposes we need some structural 
properties of special dendrites. In particular some relati 
between density of the set of end points and of ramificati 
However, we have obberved that the needed implications 
only for dendrites: they are true for mor 
connected ones, or for local dendrites. 
general form: nevertheless, 
he following lemma is ir 
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a. If X is a local dendrite, then 
jx~X:orb,X=~)tci E(X). 
2.2. ition. Let a locally connected continuu X be given. Then 
ramijkation points of X is dens 411 
the set of all ramijcatiun points ch 
“if”’ implication is obvious. To show “0 ’ assume the set R(X) is 
and suppose there is a point p E A\cl(A (X )). Since the difference 
is an open subset of A, there exists an open subset f X such that pi 
U n A does not contain any ramification point of nce X is locally 
connected at p, there is in U an open neighbo od V around p such that for each 
two points of V there exists an arc in these points and contained in U. 
Take a ramification point r in V. Then arc in X which joins r and p and 
which is contained in U. order this a from r tG p and take the first point x of 
rp (with respect to this ordering) which belongs to A. is a ramification point 
of X in An U, a contradiction. The proof is comple 
The next proposition is perhaps known; however, the author was not able to find 
its proof anywhere. 
position. if a focal dendrite has a dense set of rami$cation points, then the 
set of its end points is also dense. 
Proof. Let a local dendrite X be given with the set R(X) dense in X. Suppose on 
the contrary that E(X) is not dense. Then there is a point p E X\ci E (X ). Since 
every local dendrite is regular in the sense of the theory of order [12, Section 51, 
VII, Theorem 1, p. 3031, we have ord, X G o, and by Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 
ord, X is finite, say n. Thus there exists an arbitrarily small open neighborhood U 
of p such that cl U is a dendrite and the boundary cl U\ U of U in X consists of 
exactly n points b,, . . . , b,. Consider n arcs pb, , . . . , pb,, contained in cl U. Since 
R(X) is dense, Proposition 2.2 implies that each subarc of the arc pb, has to contain 
(countably many) ra.mification points r # p of X. Consider arcs in cl U joining the 
points 6, , . . . , b, of the boundary of U with ramification points r lying in the arc 
pb, such that ~6, n rbi = { r} for each i E {2,3, . . . , n}. Since there are infinitely many 
points r in pb,, there is such a point bi, where i E (2,3,. . . ,n}, that two distinct 
ramification points rl and r2 in pb, are joined with 6,. Then pb, u r,bi u r26i contains 
a simple closed curve, a contradiction with the assumption that cl U is a dendrite. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Observe that the assumption that X is a !ocal dendrite is necessary in Proposition 
2.3 as the example of the triangular Sierpiiiski curve shows [ 12, Section 51, I, 
Example 6, p. 2761. 
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Since density of the set of end points implies density of the set of ramification 
points for an arbitrary continuum (see [21, Chapter IV, Section 10, Theorem X]), 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 imply the following result. 
eorem. For each local dendrite X the folfowing conditions are equivalent. 
the set E (X ) of end points of X is dense; 
co the set R(X) of ramijkation points of X is dense; 
(3) for each arc A c X the set A n R(X) is a dense subset of A. 
Recall that a subset A of a space X is said to be nowhere dense provided its 
closure contains no nonempty open subset. Using this concept we can formulate a 
stronger version of the equivalence between conditions (I) and (2) of 
eorem. For every local dendrite the set of its end points is nowhere dense ifand 
only if the set of its ramification points is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Let X be a local dendrite, and let U be a component of a nonempty open 
subset of cl E(X). Since components of open sets are open in locally connected 
spaces, U is open in X. Therefore cl U is a local dendrite having dense set of its 
end points, and thus by Theorem 2.4 the set of its ramification points is dense, too, 
Thus U c cl U = cl R(c1 U) c cl R(X), so one inclusion is proved. The argumenta- 
tion for the other one is quite similar. q 
3. Univers rites 
A dendrite is said to be universal if it contains a homeomorphic image of any 
other dendrite. Similarly, if the order of each point of a dendrite is bounded by 
anumbermE{3,4,..., w}, and X contains homeomorphic opies of other dendrites 
whose points have orders not greater than m, then X is called a universal dendrite 
of order m. Thus, since no dendrite contains points of order exceeding w, [ 12, 
51, VI, Theorem 4, p. 3011, a universal dendrite of order w is a universal one 
according to the former definition. 
Observe that if a dendrite X contains a universal dendrite Y, then X is universal 
itself. The same holds for universal dendrites of or ence, to avoid any 
confusion with other universal dendrites, we sha construct, for each m E 
(3 4 Y 9***3 o} some special universal dendrite of order m, which will be called t 
standard one. The construction is k 
122, Chapter K, p. 1871). Ho 
long and complicate. It has 
6, p. 3 181, and we recall it 
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of these continua for finite m, which uses limits of inverse sequences of finite 
dendrites (i.e., dendrites having a finite number of end points only) with monotone 
onto bonding mappings, is given in [6, p. 4911. 
To begin with, recall that an m-od (for m E (3,4,5, - l .)) means a continuu 
homeomorphic to the union of m distinct straight line segments of unit length 
emanating from the origin. The common point of the segments is called the vertex 
of the m-od. For m E {3,4,5 , . . .} let Ty denote an m-od composed of m str 
line segments of length 4-j each. For m = w let T,? denote the union of coun 
many straight line segments emanating from one point and disjoint out of this point, 
such that their lengths are 4-“, 4-(j+“, 4-(““, . . . corre:+ondingly. In other words, 
TT is a locally connected dendrite having only one ramification point, countably 
many end points, and whose diameter does not exceed 5 l 4-‘j+‘“. To unify our 
denotations let us agree that if m = W, then Ty-’ = Ty = TT. 
Now we construct, by induction, a se uence of dendrites Xi of order m each, 
such that X1 c X, t X, c l l 0; the needed dendrite D, will be defined as the closure 
of their union. Define X1 as the unit straight line segment. Let x be the mid point 
of X1 and define X2 as the union of X, and T;“-’ such that X, n Tr-‘= {x}, and 
that x is the vertex of T;“-‘. So X2 is the union of m straight line segments disjoint 
out of their end points (if m = w, their lengths tend to zero). Assume now that a 
dendrite Xi has been defined as the union of finitely or countably many (depending 
on m < o or m = o) straight line segments disjoint out of their end points, i.e., such 
that the end points of these segments are in E(Xi) u R(Xi), while each interior 
point of each of them is an ordinary point of Xi. Given such a straight line segment, 
let x denote its mid point. To each point x so defined we associate in a one-to-one 
way a set Tr? We take each mid point x as the vertex of the associated set Tmm2 
in such a manner that X, has only the point x in common with the added copy of 
Tim-? and that distinct copies of Tm-’ are disjoint. All this can clearly be done so 
carefully that the resulting set Xi+, , which is by the definition equal to the union 
of Xi and of the attached copies of Tr -‘, is a dendrite. Moreover, the whole 
construction can be done in the plane in such a way that the limit continuum 0, 
defined by 
(4) an =Cl(U{Xi: i~{1,2,3,...}}) 
is again a dendrite. We call the just constructed space Dm the standard universal 
dendrite of order m. 
In addition to the above construction we need, for further purposes, another 
description of 0,. We define an increasing sequence of some different than Xi 
dendrites Yy , whose union is again a dense subset of 0,. We proceed by induction. 
To begin with, put Yy = Xi = ah Assume the Ym are defined for i E { 1,2,. . . , n}. 
Consider the closures of components of D*\ Yr, and take in each of them all 
straight line segments uv such that 
UT YTnR(D,,,) and VE E(D,,,). 
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(6) KY+, = YT v U (uv: u, v satisfy (5)). 
So, the YF are well defined for each natural index i, and we obviously have 
Y~cY,“c~*=cY”c~*~.Thenonecanverifythat 
(7) o,=cl(U{Y,“: iE{l,2,...))) 
is the standard universal dendrite of order m. 
Observe 
(8) each ramification point of 0, is of order m, 
and 
(9) for every arc A contained in 0, the set of all ramification points of 
which belong to A is a dense subset of A. 
For m = o it is proved in 122, Chapter H, Section 16, p. 123 and 124 and Section 
17, p. 1241 (compare (1) and (2) above with conditions 1” and 2” of [22, Section 
17, p. 1241) that any two dendrites atisfying (8) and (9) (with m = O) are homeomor- 
phic. Since that proof can be applied without any essential change to eat 
m 2 3, we conclude the following result (cf. [6, (4)-(6), p. 490)). 
3. eorem (Waiewski). For each m E {3,4, . . . , 0) any two dendrites Dm satisfying 
conditions (8) and (9) are homeomorphic, and so the standard universal dendrite 0, 
of order m is characterized by conditions (8) and (9). 
The above theorem implies that the dendrite constructed by to in [9, Example 
2.4, p. 591 (see also [ 10, Proposition 2.4, p. 2231) is just D3 in our notation. Structural 
properties of D4 were considered by Urysohn in [Zl, Chapter IV, Sections 12-191. 
For another construction of as the intersection of a decreasing sequence of 
closed domains in the plane see [ 1, Figs. 1 and 2, p. 2941. Note that this construction 
can easily be performed to get other universal dendrites D,,, for m E {3,4,. . . , w}. 
If we assume that condition (9) alone is satisfied for a dendrite X, then X has 
to contain D3, and consequently any dendrite having all its ramification points of 
order 3 only is embeddabfe into X. This can be seen by the next result. 
3.2. Proposition. If for a dendrite X the set R(X) of ramijkation points is a 
subset of X, then there exists a homeomorphism h : D3 + h( DJ c X of the standard 
universal dendrite P3 of order 3 into X. 
oof. If R(X) is dense, then condition (3) h 
needed homeomorphism h co 
an increasing sequence of continua 
= 3. On each of them 
Then h will be defin 
closures meet X1 and pq respect 
each&{1,2,-..,n}wehavedefine 
segments w such that 
(N fd E X*n R(D,) and UC E(X,,,)c E(D,). 
Let u’= h,(u)E n(Xn)t X. Fix a co ) such that up is in 
that the sets UV~ 
tlv and ~‘1s’ respective!y, 
for each straight line segment UL) satisfying 
(IO). The definition o 
==ki for each if(l,2,...}, 
+ h( 03) c X. Thus h is a homeomorphism, and 
the proof is complete. 
For a further argumentation we need two easy facts which are direct consequences 
of the above construction of II,,,. 
383. ct. For emh m E {3,4,. . . , w) the end points a and b of the unit straight line 
segment X, are end points of 0,. 
3 ct. For each m E {3,4, . . . , w ) and for each two distinct points p, q of the 
standard universal dendrite X = D,,, of order m we have 
R(X(P,q))=(R(X)nX(p,q))\{p,q), 
E(X(P,q))=(E(X)nX(p,q))u{p,q). 
The next proposition follows from the characterizatiorr, of 0, given in 
Theorem 3.1. 
For each m E (3,4, . . . , O) the closure of any open connected sub- 
domain of the standard universal dendrite D,,, is homeomorphic to 0,. 
Note that the above conclusion is not true if a closed connected subdomain is 
taken inster.d of t e closure of the open connected sub&main. 
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For further purposes we need a supplement of the above result. ‘yt’e shah present 
it in the beginning of the next section (see Proposition 4.1). 
Main results of the present section concern homeomorphisms ofstandard universal 
dendrites onto themsefves, i.e., autohomeomorphisms. ut to show these results we 
proposition which deals with a homeomorphism fr a subden- 
le dendrite. This proposition is a more precise form o roposition 
3.5. Before we formulate it, recall that we have denoted by Q and 6 the end points 
igbt line segment X1 (see the beginnin of the construction of 
and that Q, b e QQ,) (see Fact 3.3). 
Let X = D,,, be the standard universal dendrite of order m E 
r each two distinct points p, q E X there exists a homeomarphism 
that h(p) = a and h(q) = b. 
ne an increasing sequence of subcontinua K, c t= . ..c .= 
l l l cX(p,q) such that 
and a sequence of homeomorphisms h,. ,)c X with the property 
hn+,lKn =h, foreach nE(f,2,.. .}. The needed homeomorphism h will be defined 
as the limit mapping of this sequence. 
To begin with =pq and define a homeomorphism h, : 
that h,( K, n R (X)) = X, n R(X). This is possible since the sets 
X1 n R(X) are both countable and dense in K, and XI respectively (compare (9)). 
Observe that h,(p) = a and h,(q) = b. Note further that the differences X( p, q) 
and X\X, consist of countably many components, the closure of every of whit 
a dendrite having exactly one point in K, or in XI, respectively. 
Assume now that for a positive integer n we have defined a subdendrite 
X( p, q) and a homeomorphism h, . l K, + h,( K,,) c X such that the differences 
X( p, q)\K, and X\h,( IL,) consist of countably many components whose closures 
are dendrites having exactly one point in common with or with h,( 
tively. Define K “+, as the union of K,, and of all straight line segments u
such that 
(12) uvnK,,=(u) and v E WWJ, q)b 
Then by Fact 3. 
uv\{ u, v} is of order 2 in 
point u E K, n 
conditions (11 
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tending to zero, in case m = w. Note further that the same 
U’ = h,(u) E h,( K,) n R(X). Choose one of - 2 (of countably 
straight line segments U’O’ such that 
u”vf n h,(K,) = {u’} an Ok E(X). 
efine h,+l : K,+r -j h,+a( +1) c X as follows. 
h,+j( u) = h,(u) = U’. cond, for each 
k+l I uo : uu + u’d as linear homeom 
h,, t 1 uo maps the countable dense in nto the countable 
dense in U’U’ set U’U’ n R(X $. ‘I”k de~~~tio 
K, and of the homeomorphisms h, is finis 
holds and that the mapping h” from the union 
by h’lK,=h, for h n has an exte )+ X which is the needed 
homeomorphism, 
Let f: Dpyl( JI, p’) + X and g : e homeomorphisms of Prop- 
osltron 4.1. Then h = g-If is the ne 
Let X = L13 be the standard universal dendrite of order 3. In [IO, Lem 
2211, it has been proved that for each three pairs of distinct end points 
exists a homeomorphism of X onto itself which maps one element of e 
the other one. The result can be generalized to all standard universal dendrites O,, 
i.e., it holds for each m E {3,4,. . . , w). 
.3. sition. Let X = O,,, be the standard universal dendrite of order m E 
(3 4 9 , . . . , w). For each three pairs of end points p(i), q(i) of X, where i E { 1,2,3}, 
such that 
(13) *for any two indices i, i’E { 1,2,3} if i # i’, then p(i) # p( i’) and q(i) f q( i’), 
there e&t9 c homeomorphism h : X + X satisfying 
(14) h(p(i)) = q(i) for each ie {1,2,3}. 
Define points p. and qO of X by 
(15) P(l)P(2)nP(l)p(3)=p(l)p,, 
(16) q(l)q(2)nq(t)q(3)=q(l)q,,, 
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and observe that po, qo~ R(X). If m > 3, for each i E (4,. . . , m} choose a pair of 
end points p(i) and q(i) such that if i f i’, then p(i) and p(i’) are in distinct 
components of X\{ po} as well as q(i) and q(C) are in distinct components of 
X\{qo). Note that 
x =u WPO, pm k. {1,2, - l l 3 ml) 
wqo, qw: i u,2, * l * , ml). 
For each &{1,2,..., m) let hi:X(p,, p(i))-+ (i)) be the homeomorpha 
isms of Corollary 4.2. Then the needed ho phism k is defined by 
) p(i)) = hi for each i { 1,2,. . . , m). The proof is complete. 
One can adopt the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [ 10, p. 2213 by makin 
and completions to t another proof of Proposition 
at the proof present above is simpler and more st 
e number of pairs considered in Proposition 4.3 cannot be increased from three 
to four for any standard universal dendrite. This can be stated in a precis 
follows. 
Foreach m~{3,4,... ,o} let X = Dnr be the standard universal dendrite of order 
m. Define a positive integer k(m) by the following two conditions: 
(17) foreachk(m)pairsofendpointsp(i),q(i)ofX,whereiE(1,2,...,k(m)} 
such that for any two indices i, i’ E ( 1,2, . . . , k( m )} if i # i’, then p(i) f p( i’) 
and q(i) it q(i’), there exists a homeomorphism h : X + satisfyin 
sl(p(i))=q(i) for each iE{1,2,...,k(m)}; 
(18) k(m) is the greatest possible number which fulfils condition (17). 
4.5. Proposition. For each standard universal dendrite X = D, of order m, where 
m E {3,4,. . . , a}, let k(m) denote an integer defined by conditions (17) and (18). 
Then k(m)=3 for each m. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that k(m) 2 3. We shall show now t 
k(m) s 3. Suppose on the contrary that k(m) > 3. T e three pairs of end points 
p(i), q(i) of X, where i E (1,2,3}, such that (13) holds. 
in the proof of Proposition 4.3 by conditions (15) and 
homeomorphism h : X +X such that (14) is satisfied we have 
(19) Wo) = qo- 
Still for i E { 1,2,3} let Y’ an 
and of X\{qo} respectively, to w 
that conditions (14) and (19) 
the closure of the component 
‘) c Z’, whence 
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Thus if we choose pi Y’nE(X)\{p(l)} and q(4kZ2nE(X)\{q(2)), we 
have h( p(4)) # q(4) by (20)), contrary to (17). Thus the proof is complete. Cl 
However, the following is a supplement to the above result. Define a set of k s m 
points al, a,, . . l , ak of the standard universal dendrite D,,, to lie starlike in D,,, 
provided that there exists a point aoE D,,, such that for each two distinct indices i, 
jE{1,2,..., k} the equality qoai n aoaj = {a,} holds true. In other words, the smallest 
s&continuum of Drill which contains all k points a,, a?, . . . , ak is just the k-od with 
a,asitsvertexandwitha,,a,,..., ak as its ends. Note that if m pairs of end points 
p(i)andq(i)ofD,,aregiven,whereiE{1,2,...,m},suchthatp(l),p(2),...,p(m) 
and q(I),q(2),.==, q(m) lie starlike, then for any two indices i, i’ E { 1,2, . . . , m} if 
i # i’, then p(i) # p( i’) and q(i) f q( i’). 
Arguing exactly in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.3 one can show 
the supplement which runs as follows. 
roposition. For m E {3,4, . . . , O) let X = D,,, denote the standard universal 
dendrite of order m. Let there be given m pairs of end points p( i) and q( i) of X, where 
&{1,2,..., m) such thatp(l), p(2), . . . , p(m) and q(l), q(2), . . . , q(m) lie starlike 
in X. l%en there exists a homeomorphism h : X + X such that h( p( i)) = q(i) for each 
iE{1,2 ,..., m). 
It is shown in [lo, Proposition 2.2, p. 2221 that a homeomorphism of D3 onto 
itself exists which maps a point x to a point y provided that both these points are 
either end points, or ordinary points, or ramification points. The same is true for 
each D,,l, where m E {3,4, . . . , o}. 
4.7. Proposition. Let x and y be any two 
X = D,,, for m E (3,4, . . . , o}. Then there 
h(x) = y if and only if one of the following 
(21) x,y~EWk 
(22) WEOw); 
(23) &YE WX). 
points of the standard universal dendrite 
is a homeomorphism h : X + X such that 
conditions is satisfied: 
Proof. Only one implication needs a proof. If (21) holds, then the conclusion follows 
from Proposition 4.3 above. If (22) is satisfied, choose two pairs of end points p, 
p’ and q, q’ of X such that x E pp’ and y E qq’. Note that 
X=X(p,x)uX(x, p’) with X(p,x)nX(x, p’)=(x) 
and 
X=X(q,y)uX(y,q’) with X(q,y)nX(y,q’)={y}. 
By Corollary 4.2 there exist two homeomorphisms 
h,:X(p,x)+X(q,y) with h,(p)=q and h,(xj=y 
and 
h?: (x, p’) -, X I\_v, q’) with h=(x) = y and h,( p’) = q’. 
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Thenh:X-*YdefinedbyhIX(p,x)=h,andhIX(x,p’)=h,istheneededhome- 
:c 139) 1. 1A morphism. Finally II \L~J 1101us, put ir, = rr UIEU %iu y anA o- = y axi chssse .g pairs of end 
points p(i) and q(i) of X, where iE {1,2,. . . , m} such that the points p(i) (the 
points q(i), respectively) lie in distinct components of X\{ po} (of X\(qo}, respec- 
tively). Then again X is the union of the sets X( po, p(i)) as well as the union of 
the sets X( qo, q(i)), where i E { 1,2, . . . , m), and the singletons {x} and {y} are the 
only common points of any two (and of all m) members of the two above considered 
unions. Corollary 4.2 let us to consider homeomorphisms hi : X( p( i), x) + 
X(q(i),y), where iE {1,2,. . . , m}, and for each of them we have hi(x) = ~7. Then 
definingh:X-,XbyhIX(p(i),x)=hiforeachiE(1,2,...,m}wegettheneeded 
homeomorphism. The proof is then complete. Ii 
In connection with Proposition 4.7 we have a remark and a question. 
.8. ark. Consider the following example. In the Cartesian rectangular coordin- 
ates (x, y) in the plane put CI = (O,O), b = (LO), and for each n E (2,3,. . ,} let 
Q, = (l/n, 0) and bt, = ( l/n, l/ n ). Let pq denote the straight line segment from p to 
q. Then the union X = ab u IJ { a,b,,: n E {2,3, . . .}} is a dendrite. Note that no 
homeomorphism maps the end point CL to an end point b,. So the conclusion of 
Proposition 4.7 does not hold for all dendrites X. 
uestion. What dendrites X have the property that for each two points x and 
y of X there exists a homeomorphism h : X + X with h(x) = y if and only if both 
these points are either end points, or ordinary points, or ramification points of X? 
It is noted in [2] that a surjective mapping f: [0, l] + [0, l] is monotone if and 
only if it is a near homeomorphism. In fact, one way is shown in [2, footnote 2, p. 
4781; the other one follows from Corollary (3.11) of [23, p. 1741. The same 
equivalence holds for a simple closed curve [2, p. 4781. For some generalizations 
see various results proved in [17]. Similarly, if X is a closed 2-cell or a 2-sphere, 
then a monotone surjection from X onto itself can be approximated with horr,eo- 
morphisms. More generally, there are many important results concerning such 
approximations for 2-manifolds. The reader is referred to the McAt;ley survey article 
[16, p. 12-141, to which a large list of references is enclosed. owever, the situation 
is not so nice if we consider one-dimensional continua, even locally connected only. 
In general, we are interested in the following proble et f be a monotone mpping 
of a one-dimensional locally connected continuum onto itself, and let E > 0 be 
given. Under what conditions does there exist a homea 
such that sup{cl(f(x), h(x)): XE 
the considered mappings are su ecause if :;c,, tki 
situation becomes very simple. For example, if X is a dendrite and each monotone 
ing of X into itself is a near homeomorphism, then X is an arc. 
racterization is known for surjective ma 
problem. 
endrites X have t ping 
Results presented belsw are cont~but~o~ to t 
Proposition 2.3 of [ 10, p- 2223 says th r a sujective map 
standard universal dendrite X = Dz of er 3 the following 
equivalent: 
(24) f is a monotone mappin 
(25) f is a cell-like mappings 
(26) f is a near homeomo 
But what essentially is proved in that pro sition can be formulated in a much 
more general setting, as follows. 
sition ( Kato). Le1 Q tree-like continuum X be given, and let f : X + X be a 
on. Then (24) and (25 $ are equivalent. If, furthermore, X is a dendrite, then 
each of (24) and (25) is irn~~~ed b,r)(26). And if X = DJ is the standa universal 
dendrite qf order 3, then (24) implies (26), and so all three co;;ditions are equivalent. 
In fact, the equivalence between (24) and (25) for tree-like continua is a straightfor- 
ward consequence of the definitions. The implication from (26) to (24) follows from 
Corollary (3.11 b of [23, p. 1741, saying that the limit of a uniformly convergent 
sequence of monotone mappings from a continuum onto a locally connected con- 
tinuum is necessarily monotone (cf. also [24, Theorem, p. 4661). Note that this 
implication does not hold if the continuum X in matter is not locally connected 
even if it is a smooth fan (see [4, p. 71 for the definition). Namely, an example is 
shown in [24, p. 4651 of a near homeomorphism f of the harmonic fan (i.e., the 
coneovertheset{O}u{l/n: ~{1,2,3 , . . .}}) onto itself such that f is not monotone. 
And finally a proof of the implication from (24) to (26) is given in the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 of [ 10, p. 222-2231. 
We shall prove now that this last implication, namely from (24) to (26) neither 
can be shown for all dendrites, nor can be extended to other standard universal 
dendrites, and thus the assumption that the considered continuum X is just D3 is 
indispensable in this implication. This will be seen from the next two results. The 
former is an example, due to K. Omiljanowski, which is related to the so-called 
Gehman dendrite. By the Gehman dendrite G we mean a dendrite having the Cantor 
ternary set in [O, 11 as the set E( C;) of its end points, such that all ramification 
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points of G are of order 3 and are situated in G in such a way that E(G) = 
cl I?( G)\R( G) (see [7, the example on p. 421; see also [ 19, p. 422-4231 for a detailed 
description, and [20, Fig. 1 on p. 2031 for a picture). 
xample (Omiljanowski). There is a monotone mappin of the Gehman 
dendrite onto itself which is not a near homeomorphism. 
roof. Let e. and e, denote two end points of G being of the maximal distance 
apart, i.e., these end points of G correspond to points 0 and 1 of the Cantor ternary 
set when it is embedded into [0,1] in the natural way. Let r be a ramification point 
of G lying in the left half of G and having the maxima1 distance from e0 (thus 
I= = a(0) according to notation used in Fig. 1 of [20, p. 2031). Let K be the component 
of G\(t) containing the end point e1 9 and let D be the closure of the union of the 
two other components of G\(r). Note that D is a copy of G diminished thrice with 
respect o the size of G. Thus there is a homothety II : D with the center e, and 
the ratio 3, which maps homeomorphically D onto 6. erefore, if g : 6 + D is a 
monotone retraction of G onto D which shrinks K to the point r and which is the 
identity on 0, then the composition hg : G + G is the needed mapping. 
The latter of the two mentioned results is the following theorem. 
5. For each m E {4,5, . . . , o) there exists a monotone mapping of the 
standard universal dendrite D,,, onto itself which is not a near homeomorphism. 
roof. Let X = 0, be the standard universal dendrite of order m E {4,5,. . . , o}, 
and let p and q be two distinct ramification points of Thus X\(p) an 
have m components each. Le denote the closure of such a component o 
which does not contain q, a let Q denote the closure of the union 
components of X\(q) no one of which contains the point p* Note that p E P and 
q E Q, whence Y = Pu X( p, q) u Q is a subcontinuum of X. Shrink this continuum 
to a point and let g : X + X/ Y be the quotient mapping. Put {y} = g( Y) c X/ Y. 
Thus g is monotone with the only one nondegenerate point inverse, g-‘(y), and 
the partial mapping g 1 (X\ Y) is a homeomorphism. Since X\ Y ha 
components the closures of which are homeomorphic to the whole X by 
3.5, we have ord, ( / Y) = m, and thus Xl Y is homeomorphic to X. Let h : 
be a homeomorphism. Thus f= hg : X + X is a monotone mapping. We shall show 
that f is not a near homeomorphism. To this aim consider four end points a, b, c, 
d of X such that the following conditions are satisfied: a and b are in tw 
components of X\ Y whose closures contain the point p, while c and 
distinct components of X\ Y whose c 
follows from the definition of Y th 
dendrite is heredit 
that a continuum 
178 J. J. Chara ton& 
mapping f defined on X and 
f 1 S is also monotone [S, Lem 
H=abupqucd and K=f(H). 
monotone, it shrinks the arc pq 
off to each of the four arcs, ap, bp, 
is a 4od f(a)ruf(b)ru 
d) 8f2 end points of X. 
are ~omeomo~~isms, 
homeomorphisms k, : X --$ X 
each n the partial mapping 
continuum h, ( H ) obviously 
which lie, for sufficiently large ST, closely enou 
and f(d) of K, respectively, By local arcwise 
and f (ab) differ from each o 
only, and the same holds for the arcs 
the only point of the intersection h&b) it--a 
h&d) is a 4-ad having th 
TV h,labbh,( 
contain any 4-od, a contradiction. 
ness of X the arcs h&b) 
5.5. CQrQliary~ Let D,, be ~~a~~ unioersd dendrite Gf order m E {3,4,. . . ~ o 
en errch monotone strrjec~ion of O,, onto itself is a near homeomorphism if an 
if m-3. 
f. One way is shswn in Proposition 2.3 qf [lo, p. 2221. e other one is just 
the above Theorem 5.4. 13 
Corollary 5.5 and Corollary of [6, p. 4931 imply the following two mapping 
characterizations of I&. 
ry. Each of the following two properties characterizes Dl among all stan- 
iversal dendrites D,,, of a jinite order m E {3,4,5, . . .}: 
(i) each monotone subjection onto itself is a near homeomorphism; 
(ii ) thr image under an arbitrary open mapping is homeomorphic to the domain space. 
6. onotone uiwalence 
Let Ju be a class of mappings. Two continua X and Y are said to be equivalent 
with respect o .A! if there are a mapping in JH from X onto Y and a mapping in 
JM from Y onto X. A class J? of mappings is said to be neat if all homeomorphisms 
are in Ju and the composition of any two mappings in JM is also in A. Therefore, 
if a neat class & of mappings is given, then a family of continua is decomposed 
into disjoint equivalence classes in the sense that two continua belong to the same 
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class provided that they are equivalent with respect o A. A continuum X is said 
to be isolated witk respect to A provided the above mentioned class to which 
belongs consists of X only. In other words X is isolated with res 
only if for each continuum Y the existence of two mappings in 
onto Y and the other from Y onto X implies that X and Y are homeomorphic. 
In what follows we take as A the class of monotone mappi 
Note that this class is a neat one. For shortness we say 
monotone equivalent if they are equivalent wit respect o the class of monotone 
mappings. Since the nondegenerate image of an arc under a monotone mappin 
again an arc (see [23, ( 1 .l ), p. MS]), we see that an arc is isolated with respect o 
monotone mappings. Similarly the nondegenerate monotone image of an WI-od, 
where mE{3,4,..., O) is either an arc or a k-od with k s m (recall th 
definition the drb-od is homeomorphic to the union of countab 
segments emanating from one point, whose lengths tend to zero) 
that for eat E{3,4,..‘, O} the m-od is isolated with respect to monoton 
mappings. 
The following problem seems to be natural. 
6. 
pings. 
Find all dendrites which are isolated with respect o monotone map- 
The result below is related to the subject of this section. 
roposition. Every dendrite is the image of the stun rd universal dendrite D, 
under a monotone mapping. 
roof. Take a dendrite X. y universality of 0, there is an embedding h : 
h(X) c 0, and by Theorem 1.2 there is a monotone retraction f of D, onto h 
Then h-If: 0, + X is the needed monotone mapping. q 
The rest of this section concerns the problem of finding all dendrites which are 
monotone equivalent to any standard universe1 dendrite D,, for m E {3,4, . . . , w}. 
We start with a very particular but important result. 
There exists a monotone mapping from the standard universal den- 
drite D3 of order 3 onto the standard universal dendrite Dw of order w. 
Since the set R( 03) of ramification points of D3 is at most c 
3, (1.3) (iv), p. 891) the 
of nondegenerate and mutu 
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. Corollary. For each m, n E {3,4, . . . , o) there exists a monotone mapping of 0, 
onto D,, . 
roof. If m > n, then, by universality of D,,, for the class of dendrites of order at 
most m, there exists an embedding h : D,, + h (0,) c Dm. According to Theorem 1.2 
there is a monotone retraction f of Dm onto h( 0,). Thus h-If: D,,, + 0, is the 
needed monotone mapping. If m s n, then by the same arguments there are embed- 
dings 
h: DJ+ h(D,& D,,, and g: D,,+g(D,)c D”, 
monotone retractions f: O,, + h (03) and & : 0, + g( D”), and a monotone surjection 
f: D3+ D, according to Proposition 6.3. Then g-‘f?fh-‘f, : 0, + 0, is the needed 
mapping. q 
As a consequence of Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 6.4 we get their common 
generalization. 
6.5. Corollary. Every dendrite is the image of any standard universal dendrite D,,, for 
m E {3,4,. . . , o) under a monotone mapping. 
Corollary 6.4 can be reformulated in the following form. 
6.6. Corollary. Any two standard universal dendrites D,,, and Dn of some orders m, 
n E (3,4,. . . , 0) are monotone equivalent. 
However, the family of all dendrites which are monotone equivalent o a dendrite 
D,,, contains also other members. This can be seen from the next result. 
6.7. Theorem. The following relations hold between conditions (27)-(32) below for a 
dendrite X. Conditions (27), (28) and (29) are equivalent and each of them implies 
any one of (30), (3 1) and (32), which in turn are equivalent. 
(27) X contains a homeomorphic opy of DJ; 
(28) X contains a homeomorphic opy of a dendrite Y having dense set of its end 
points ; 
(29) X contains a homeomorphic opy of a dendrite Y having dense set of its 
ramification points; 
(30) X is monotone equivalent to D3 ; 
(31) X is monotone equivalent to 0, ; 
(32) X is monotone equivalent to Dr7, for each m E (3,4, . . . , w). 
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roof. Since conditions Y = cl E( Y) and Y = cl R( Y) are equivalent for any den- 
drite Y (see Theorem 2.4), conditions (28) and (29) are equivalent, too. Further, 
(27) obviously implies (29) because R( I&) is a dense subset of & by Theorems 
3.1 and 2.4. Inversely, (29) implies (27) by virtue of Proposition 3.2. Therefore 
conditions (27), (28) and (29) are equivalent. Since the class of monotone mappings 
between dendrites is neat, conditions (30), (3 1) and (32) are equivalent by Corollary 
6.5. To conclude the proof it is enough to show that (27) implies (31). So assume 
(27) and let h: D3 + h( D3) c X be a homeomorphism. By Theorem 1.2 there is a 
monotone retraction f from X onto h(Q), and Proposition 6.3 guarantees the 
existence of a monotone surjection g from & onto 0,. Then gh-‘f: X + 0, is a 
monotone mapping from X onto 0,. So (3 1) holds by Proposition 6.2. The proof 
is complete. Cl 
The implication from conditions (27)-(29) to (30)-(32) of Theorem 6.7 is not 
reversible. This can be seen by two examples below. The latter example shows that 
conditions (27)-(29) are rather far from being necessary for X to satisfy conditions 
(30)-(32). 
6. pie. There is a dendrite X which has the following properties: 
(33) all ramification points of X are of order 3; 
(34) the set R(X) is nowhere dense; 
(35) the set E(X) is nowhere dense; 
(36) for each maximal arc A in X the set cl(A n R(X)) contains a homeomor- 
phic copy of the Cantor set; 
(30) X is monotone equivalent o D3. 
roof. We construct X as the closure of the union of an increasing sequence of 
ndrites in the Euclidean plane. Let S, be the unit straight line segment in the first 
axis of the Cartesian rectangular coordinate system. Consider the Cantor ternary 
set C in S, . Call S, the segment of the first step, and define S, as the union of S, 
and of countably many vertical segments of the second step, lying in the upper half 
plane, emanating from the end points of the contiguous intervals to C, whose lengths 
are equal to lengths of the contiguous intervals, correspondingly. For each st 
line segment of the second step we perform the same construction: we cons 
copy of the Cantor set C located in the segment, and at each end point of the 
contiguous interval (i.e., at eat 
the copy of C in the considered 
straight line segment (of the third ste 
contiguous interval at wh 
Define S3 as the union of 
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procedure, we get an increasing sequence of dendrites S, c Sz c l l l c Si c l l l . 
is a picture of an approximation of S4 in [ 14, Fig. 2, p. 831. Finally define 
X =Cl(lJ {Sj: iE (1,2,. . .}I). 
Now properties (33), (34) and (36) fol 
y Theorem 2.5. Shri 
have a monotone ma 
tinuum of 04, there IS a 
e composition of these t 
Inversely, embed X into 
onto the copy of X, where all these ma etr composition is 
monotone and maps & onto X. The argumentation is complete. 
le. There is a 
the previous e 
the set R(X) is discrete. 
as al1 the properties 
e strengthened to the following 
f. Again we construct an increasing sequence of dendrites in the plane, and 
define X as the closure of their union. As previously, we start with the unit straight 
line segment which is denoted now by L,. Divide L, into three equal subsegments 
and in the middle of them, M, locate a thrice diminished copy of the Cantor ternary 
set C. the mid point of each contiguous interval K to C (i.e., of a component 
K of C) we erect perpendicularly to L, a straight line segment whose length 
equals length of K. Denote by L, the union of L, and of all erected segments (there 
are countably many of them). We perform the same construction on each of the 
added segments: divide such a segment into three equal parts, locate in the middle 
part M a copy of the Cantor set C properly diminished, at the mid point of any 
component K of M\C construct a perpendicular to K segment as long as K is, 
and denote by L the union of Lz and of all attached segments. Continuing in this 
manner we get a sequence L, c L2 c LJ t l l l . Putting 
Lo = Cl(IJ { Li: i E { 1,2, . . .)}) 
we see that LO is a dendrite having discrete set of its ramification points (i.e., each 
point p E R( Lo) has a neighborhood U such that U n R( L,) = {p}). Decompose LO 
into free arcs and singletons. Then the natural projection for this decomposition is 
a monotone mapping from LO onto Q. The rest of the argumentation is the same 
as for the previous example. 0 
Note that unlike for R(X), the corresponding condition (35) for 
E(X) cannot’ be strengthened to one saying that E(X) is discrete. In fact, E(X) 
is uncountable, and therefore by the Cantor-Bendixson theorem [ 11, Section 23, 
V, p. 2531 it contains an unto ntable perfect subset, 
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Observe that the dendrite X of Example 6.8 contains a homeomor- 
phic copy of the dendrite to of Example 6.9 but not inversely. 
The observation made in Remark 6. I 1 was a starting point to formulate a conjecture 
that if a dendrite X can be mapped onto the standard universal dendrite DJ of 
order 3 under a monotone mapping, then X must contain a homeomorphic opy 
of the dendrite L,, of Example 6.9. The conjecture has been shown to be true by 
Omiljanowski. I am obliged to him both for the formulation and for an outline of 
the proof of the following theorem. 
eorem (Omiljanowski). Let a dendrite L be such that: 
(33) all ramification points of L are of order 3; 
(37) the set R( L) is discrete. 
Zf a dendrite can be mapped onto L under a monotone mapping, then X contains 
a homeomorphic copy of L. 
Proof. Let f: X -3, L be a monotone sujection. Order all points of (L) in a sequence 
r19 r2, . . . , ri, . . . . Conditions (33) and (37) imply that there is a sequence of simple 
triods r c L such that, for each i, j E { 1,2, . .I we have 
(39) Tn R(L)={ri}; 
(40) if a component K of L\{ ri} satisfies the condition K n E(L) = {e}, then 
eE Ti; 
(41) Tn T-=0 if i#j. 
Note that 
(42) the minimal subcontinuum of L that contains the union u {T: ie 
{ 1,2, . . .}} is just L. 
To each triod T we assign a triod Ts c X in such a way that TT is s 
respect o the other triods TT in the same manner as Ti is situated wi 
the triods q. Thus, if L’ is defined as the minimal subcontinuum of X whit 
the union U { Tf? i E { 1,2, . . .}}, then L’ is a homeomorphic opy of L. 
We proceed by induction. Ta4e the triod T, and note that the intersection 
E (L> G TI either is empty or it consists of 1, 2 or 3 points. 
If E(L) n T, = 0, then L\ T, has three open components. 
jc {1,2,3}. The sets f -‘(cl U{ 
boundaries are one-point sets. t {b{}=bdf-‘(cl U() 
the minimal subcontinuum of 
triod, and we have f( 
the vertex of TT is ma 
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(L) n T, is a singleton, then L\ T, has two components, say U: and Uf . 
gain f-‘(cl U:) and f-‘(cl Uf) are disjoint subcontinua of X with 
the only boundary points, respectively. Ret 
such a component of X\{b:, bi) that bfb$= 
TI by construction. Since f IX@:, bi) is a monotone mappi 
p. 9323) onto the triod T1, and since 
an arc (see 123, (1.1), p. 165] ), the 
such a ramification point of X which is map 
Taking this point as the vertex of a t 
point in X(bi, bf)n E(X), we can se 
If E(L) n Tl consists of two points, 
note that $-‘(cl U:) is a s 
point b: e Using the same 
having b: as one its end p 
such that j’( TT) = Tl . 
nd points are 6: b 
:= L\T, and 
undary consists of only one 
find in f-‘( T,) a triod T: 
nd points of X, and 
Finally, if E(L) n & is composed of some three points, then L = Tl and X contains 
. 
three end points which are mapped onto end points of 
subcontinuum of X that contains these end points. 
procedure is finished. 
T, . Then T;r( is the minimal 
In this case the inductive 
So the first step of induction is complete. Assume 
number n a 1 we have assigned for each triod T,, . . . 9 
in X in 
pairwise 
(43) 
such a way thatf(TF)=T for i~{l,...,n}, the triods TT,..., TX are 
disjoint, and that 
if i > 1 and ri is a point of a component Ui-, of L\ 7;:_, for somei E { 1,2,3}, 
then Tr tf-‘( UT- ,). 
now that for some natural 
T, in La triod Tf,..., T$ 
To construct Tz,, observe that since Tn+, n ( Ti u l l l u T,,) = 0 by (41), we con- 
clude that there is exactly one k E { 1,2,3} such that m+l E Ul, and then Tn+, lies 
entirely within the (open) component Ul of L\ T,. So (43) holds for i = n + 1 too. 
Note that the intersection E(L) n T ,,+, either iz empty or it consists of two points 
at most. So three cases are under consideration. If E(L) n T,+l = 0, then L\ T,,, 
has three (open) components U!,+I, Ug+,, Ui,,. The sets f-‘(cl UL+,> for Jo 
{ 1,2,3} are again pairwise disjoint subcontinua of X the boundary of each of which 
consists of onl;! one point b{,+, . Then we define TX,, as the triod with 6;+, as end 
points, and we see that 
For the other two cases, i.e., when E(i) n T,+, consists of either one or two 
points, the argumentation is exactly the same as it was for T,. In any case we get 
a triod Tz,, satisfying (44). So the induction is finished. 
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Thus condition (43) holds true for each natural number i. This is just a more 
precise way of saying that the triods Tf are situated in X in the same manner as 
their tallies & in L. Definining now L’ as the minimal subcontinuum of X that 
contains the union IJ { TF: i E { 1,2, . - .}} we see that a homeomorphism between L 
and L’ can be constructed, using (42), in a routine way. The detaits are Ieft to th 
reader. The proof is finished. 
3. Corollary. If, for some m E {3,4, . . . , o}, there is a ~~~~~tone 
ndrite X onto the standard universal dendrite 0, of order m, then 
meomorphic copy of eoery dendrite L satisfying conditions (33) and (37). 
f. Let such a dendrite L be given, and let J: X -+ be a monotone surjection. 
By universality of 0, there is a homeomorphism h : L-, h 
Theorem l-2 there is a monotone retraction r : 0, -+ h(L). 
monotone surjection. Therefore X contains a homeomorph 
L, by Theorem 6.12. Cl 
Now we 
equivalent 
have the following characterizations 
o standard universal dendrites. 
of dendrites which are monotone 
Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a dendrite 
(30) X is monotone quivalent to D3 ; 
(31) X is monotone quivalent to 0,; 
(32) X is monotone quivalent to 0, for each m E (3,4,. . . , w); 
(45) X contains a homeomorphic copy of every dendrite L satisxving conditions 
(33) and (37); 
(46) X contains a homeomorphic copy of the dendrite Lo of Example 6.9 dejned 
by (38). 
Conditions (30), (31) and (32) are equivalent by Theorem 6.7. Assume (32). 
Then (45) follows from Corollary 6.13. Since Lo satisfies conditions (33) and (37), 
the implication from (45) to (46) is trivial. Assume (46). To show (30) note that 
there is a monotone mapping from X onto the copy of Lo by Theorem 1.2, and a 
monotone mapping from Lo onto D#,, by condition (30) of Ex 
composition of these mappings is a monotone surjection from X onto 
a monotone surjection from D,,, onto X exists by Corollary 6.5. 
complete. U 
Let JH be a class of ma co is qzc”,9185i With 
respect to A provided t r every two points p and q 9f there is a z~@ga,-. z 
186 J.J. Charutonik 
mapping f: X + X such that f(p) = q and f is the class of 
isms, we get the concept of a homogeneous 
Kato has proved (see [g3 Example 2.4, p. 591, and [IO, Proposi 
that the standa universal dendrite D3 of o cr 3 is homogeneous 
monotone mappings. Using our d 4.7 in place o 
reposition 2.2 of [ 10 we can extend the result to all sta 
of of this extens~o the same lines as t 
and therefore we n ere, So we have the foil 
ogeneous with respect to monoto 
On the other h a fan X onto a fan Y 
maps the vertex of 
holds, in particular9 
onto itself, There example of a dendrite v:hich is not 
homogeneous with respect o confluent, 
following question is then of some interest. 
7.2. Questioa. What dendrites are homogeneous with respect to monotone 
mappings? 
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